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ONE OF .tilt4TIJCKY'r.
BETTER WEEKLY PAPERS

Jo's
Notebook

TWO SECTIONS

I hope to be seeing you next week. Meanwhile,
by the time this little note reaches print, I will be
back in the classrooms at Vanderbilt University.

Kentucky

°

Windage

BY /P. BF.

Jo and I were patiently waiting our turn to file
through customs inspection in Miami a couple of
weeks ago. There we stood, passports in hand, baggage unlocked and spread out, and here came the
inspector.
Just about that same instant Jo looked out the
door into the far room full of people, spied old
friend "Stu" Morrison of Miami out there walking
around, wanted very badly to ask him about certain
plans he may be making for this year's Festival,
was afraid he would be gone by the time our inspection and clearance was completed, so she cut allthe
red tape right quickly.
She charged through the line, threw down her
passport on the inspector's desk, and headed for the
door.
"Wait a minute,lady", said the inspector."You
can't go out there until your baggage has been inspected and your papers cleared."
"But there's a man out there that I simply
HAVE to see, and if I don't catch him now, he will
be gone," she answered, never quite stopping.
The inspector turned to me."You her husband?"
I confirmed the fact.
He raised his hands, with a shrug. "Well,if you
want to let her go chasing after some other man, I
guess it's all right with me."
We had quite a nice chat with Stu and his distinguished 'friend: the former publisher of "El
Comercio" in Quito and uncle of the present publisher, also former Ecuadorian ambassador to several countries. He also happens to be Stu's father-inlaw, arriving for a visit with the Morrison family.
It WAS quite a needle-in-a-haystack chance
meet.
It was indeed interesting to read recently that
the Illinois Central Railroad's new computer indicates that passenger service on its railroad holds
promise of better times ahead, and that the line wiltaccordingly gear its efforts to gaining more of it.
That is of particular interest to the Twin Cities,
since we still have a lot of passenger train service.
This week's "Kentucky Report" (published in
Louisville) had this to say about another neighboring line that may be of interest to you:
LOUISVILLE AND NASHVILLE RAIL
ROAD personnel and passenger traffic managers
and regional and national officers of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers joined in unprecedented sessions in Louisville last week, seeking a
diagnosis and any possible remedies for the "sick"
passenger train business.. . L&N Personnel Manager W. S. Scholl said he "gladly" arranged the
meetings at the written request of W. C. Spencer,
Evansville, Indiana, general chairman of BLE
members of the L&N.
Both labor and management representatives
lid conferences marked a new and welcome re(Continued On Page Eight)
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Katherine Peden Brings Senate Race
To West Kentucky; In Fulton Friday

Louisville, Wednesday Morning:
I feel like the character in the play "The Man
Who Came To Dinner." I was in Louisville on Monday, following a conference at Frankfort with Governor Nunn in the interest of the Partners of the
Alliance. I stopped off to visit in the Katherine
Peden for Senate headquarters and found that I
simply could not get away, because the excitement
and enthusiasm in her headquarters is so electric
that one wants to pitch in and work in the interest
of her candidacy that is heading for a tremendous
victory on May 28.
It is uncanny to note the vast amounts of unsolicited support that are pouring into her headquarters as the time for the balloting approaches,
just four weeks away. This is justifiable and understanding. The support she is receiving is a tribute
to her courage to get into the race at a time when
courage was the essential to winning against the
well entrenched and formidable incumbent, Timiston Morton.
In talking with many people in Western Kentucky about Katie's candidacy in the short time I
have been in the headquarters, I find that she has
tremendous support and an equal amount of respect and admiration, not only for her ability as an
individual, but for her acumen as a political figure.

IR PAGES
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Katherine Peden, former Kentucky Commissioner
of Commerce, brings her campaign for the Democratic
nomination to the United States Senate to Western
Kentucky next Friday.
Starting early in the day with a breakfast meeting
with friends and supporters in Ballard County. the first
candidate to announce for the Senate seat now held by
Republican Thruston Morton, will make a visit to factories, county offices and shake hands with as many
people as her time permits.
WE DEDICATE TO YOU. The 1968 edition of the Pullin High School
annual,'The Gr-r-row4", was dedicated to teacher Billy Milner and the
first copy presented to him at a school assembly Monday. Presentation
was made by co-editors Rita Craven, (left) and Carolyn Allen. Milner
Peached biology and physical science, and ie senior boys sponsor. At
Monday's assembly, the co-editors received recognition Pins and the
following senior staffers were given certificates of excellence: Joe Hoodithpyle, Donnie Holes, Linda Crider, Roma Foster, Jane Sublette and
Lady Rose Craddock.

Chamber Hires Fantus
For Industrial Study
L. M. McBride announced today
that the Chamber of Commerce has
employed the Fantus Company, Location Consultants, of Chicago for
a two-day industrial appraisal of
Fulton and South Fulton.
Harold Henderson, Chairman of
the Chamber's Industrial Comm:ttee, made the recommedation that
Fantus be hired to the Board of
Directors at their last meeting.
"The Industrial ommittee feels that
in this day of high competition for
new industry, a survey of this type
will prove most beneficial in pointing out not only the areas where
our assets are better than other
communities, but in pointing out
the areas where we fall short and
need to do more work. We believe
a working guide to plant location
opportunities will accelerate the location of new industry within the
Twin Cities," Henderson said.
Other members of the Industrial
Committee are: Rollin Shaw, James
Hickman, Bob Graham, James
Butts, Clyde Williams and Bob
Morgan.
The appraisal will be conducted
on May the sixth and seventh by
Ronald M. Reifler. Reiner is a
Vice President of the Fantus Company and will arrive in the Twin
Cities on May fifth.
Meetings with engineers, assessors, school superintendents, various plant supervisors, visiting the
industrial sites, etc. will consume
the greater part of Monday and until noon Tuesday.
At 12:30 Tuesday there will be a
luncheon and industrial conference

Miss Peden, who announced her
candidacy for the Senate post on
February 15, has visited more than
half the counties in Kentucky. Her
busy schedule is filled with appointments, speeches and hand
shaking tours up until the date of
the primary on May 28.
Campaigning in Ballard, Carlisle,
Hickman and Fulton Counties in
the First Legislative District on
Friday, the front-running candidate
for the Democratic nomination will
start her campaigning on Friday
at a breakfast with supporters in
Wickliffe.
Her complete schedule follows:
9:30 a. m. - Wickliffe - Breakfast
with supporters and friends, visit

Saturday Will Be
Coat-Hanger Day
For Cub Scouts

to factory, stores, court house and
downtown areas;
9:30 a. m. - Bardwell - Courthouse visit, visit and hand shaking
tour and meeting with friends;
10:30 a. m. - Arlington - Visit
with friends and supporters;
11:15 a. m. - Clinton - Courthouse visit and visit to local inclus-

Everett Resigns As
Manager Of R. E. C. C.
Harold Everett, manager of the
Hickman-Fulton Counties R. E.C. C,. resigned Monday after 20
years with the Cooperative. His
resignation was submitted at a
special Board meeting Monday at
Hickman.

KATHERINE PEDEN
tries;
1:00 p. m. - Hickman - Lunch
with friends and supporters, visit
to Carborundum Plant, tour of
other industries;
4:00 p. m. - Fulton - Coffee and
visiting with friends and supporters;
5:30 p. m. - Depart for her home
in Hopkinsville.
Miss Peden will arrive in Western Kentucky on Thursday evening
and will spend the night in Holiday
Inn at Paducah.

at which time a report on the appraisal of the communities will be
Eveertt will be succeeded by John
given. This meeting will last until
West, Hickman, who has served
approximately 4:30 and is open to
as office manager for the past
the general public.; Place of the
three years.
meeting will be antunceri later.
Both Henderson and McBride
encouraged everyonp who is interJust a few more days till coat
ested in the industrial growth of the hanger day in the Twin Cities.
Twin Cities to plan now to attend
April 27th, which is this Saturday,
Mr. W. D. Armstrong, Area
this meeting.
is the day when all the boys in
Specialist in Horticulture, from the
Blue will be canvassing the Twin
University of Kentucky will be at
City Area to pick up coat hangers.
the Stone-Ledford pecan orchard,
They're counting on eevryone to
one mile west of Hickman on Highhave all the coat hangers they can
way 94, Monday afternoon, April
find out on the porch or in the
29th, at 1:30 p. m. to teach anyone
yard, so let's don't let them down.
inteersted how to graft pecan
Kentucky motorists are remind- The Cubs are to meet at the Cub
seedlings with improved varieties.
ed all motor vehicles, with license Scout Cabin at 9 o'clock, in unThe group will also visit the
iform,
on
Saturday
morning.
numbers ending in 3 or 4, must be
orchard which was established in
inspected by midnight April 30.
The Den Mothers will be respon1948 and will d!scuss other producCapt. Estill B. Jones, of the State sible for the cubs transportation of
tion problems.
Motor Vehicle Division, urged all her den during the morning pick up
motorists concerned to meet the and she will also return the cubs
deadline.
to their homes in the afternoon afTOP DEALER
ter the games are over. Cubs are
Dan and Zane Taylor are vacabring
their
baseball
requested
to
tioning in the Bahamas this ,week
SATURDAY DEADLINE
on an all-expense trip awarded
Enrollment cards for team ac- gloves, bats, and balls so we can
Taylor Chevrolet-Buick, Inc. by the
tivities during the summer league play baseball after the weiner
season of Twin Cities Youth, Inc. roast.
FONDA ADAMS, 17 year old dau- Memphis Zone of Chevrolet. The
the top zone
have been distributed to boys and
If there is anyone who has coat ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. local firm was one of
girls in the local schools and must hangers and want to leave them Adams, Route 4, Hickman, was winners in the recently completed
be turned in by Saturday of thi,s someplace before Saturday, or who chosen Purchase Area winner in "Sales Jamboree" sponsored by
week.
lives outside of the Twin City the clothing division. Fonda is a the Chevrolet Diviison.
Limits, please call Mrs. Nell Tay- senior at Fulton County High
BOGUS BILLS
lor, at 479-2884 or Mrs. Zadonna School, member of the Fulton
SUMMER CLOSING BEGINS
Area me.chants are warned to Yates at 472-3898. If it should rain County Teen 4-H Club, a 4-H memlook out for counterfeit $20 bills be- on Saturday, the drive will be call- ber for eight years and has comLocal stores will begin their aning passed in this area this week. ed off until the following Saturday. pleted 38 projects with major em- nual "summer closing' on WednesBearing the seal of the Federal ReEveryone has coat hangers that phasis in clothing and junior lead- day afternoons with the first Wedserve District 6, Atlanta, the serial they don't want, so let's all look ership. Her interests are varied nesday in May, which will be next
numbers are F04703731A, F073732A them up and help the Cubs out on and she participates in community Wednesday, May 1st. The schedule
will continue through August.
activities.
this Day.

Pecan Specialist
To Visit County

Inspection Deadline
Is Midnight April 30

Fulton County Listed AsPoverty-Stricken;One of Nation's Hungriest
A report, datelined Washington D. C. and carried in
Kentucky newspapers Monday to the effect that "Fulton County is listed as one of the hungriest of the Nation's poverty Counties," was greeted with anger and
amazement here Tuesday.
The report's absurd conclusion was evidently
drawn from the fact that since nearly half of the County's population has an annual income of less than
$2,500, which the Federal government has set by decree
as the poverty level, it therefore must follow that over
half of the county's families have no food in the refrigerator and are starving to death.

Says The Report!
Eleven Kentucky counties —including Fulton—are among the nation's hungriest, according to a report issued in Washington, D. C.
Monday.
The report, titled "Hunger
U. S. A.," sets the number of
starving Americans at 10 million
and charges that food distribution
programs fail to reach the majority
of the nation's poor.
The report estimates that 45.8
per cent of Fulton County's 1967
population (11,265) live below the
poverty level. Of the 45.8 per cent,
only one-third receive federal assistance.
Other Kentucky counties named
by the report are Bath, Clinton,
Garrard, Knox, Lewis, McCreary,
Martin, Morgan, Powell and Robertson.
'14he report, compiled by the
Citizen's Board of Inquiry Into

tion or malnutrition in this county
that I know about, and I would
know if there was."
Fulton County was the only Western Kentucky county on the committee's list. It is largely rural,
and one of the few cotton-growing
counties in Kentucky.
Judge Crtice said Fulton County
is currently distributing surplus
foods from the U. S. Department of
Agriculture to about 400 families,
and the foods seem adequate. He
said the county has applied to be
placed on the food-stamp program,
and he expects approval of the application in July.
But a slightly different point of
view was expressed by Michael
Shapiro, director of the anti-poverty program which serves Fulton
County, said that nearly half of
Fulton County's families have an
annual income of less than $2,500,
well below the federal defined poverty level, indicating that they
would be hard pressed to adequately feed their families.

Hunger and Malnutrition, is the
first study of its kind by a nongovernmental organization. Its 25
members, supported by grants
from seven foundations, conducted
10 months of hearings and investigations in 10 states.
"If you will go look, you will find
America a shocking place," wrote
co-chairman Benjamine E. Mays,
President Emeritus of Morehead
College, Atlanta, Ga., and Leslie
W. Dunbar, Executive Director of
the Field Foundation, New York.
A representative of the Fulton
"No other Western nation permits
such a large proportion of Its peo- County Public Assistance Office
ple to endure the lives we press on located at Fulton told a reporter
Tuesday that she knew of no peothe poor."
ple in Fulton County who go hungry. Mrs. John Watts, school lunA
director for Fulton County schools,
said that she knows that there are
"I read the story Tuesday morn- no school children In the county
ing," said Fulton County Judge schools who go hungry.
John E. Crime, "and it made me
Mrs. Watts said that all students
mad as hell. There is no starva- at Riverview Elementary School at

A Reporter's Survey:

Counters Judge Cruse

*oc,4i-...41111111111Lig,','

Hickman reecive free lunches and
pay only 5 cents for their breakfast. At Western School, 99 per cent
of the students receive free lunches
while the other I per cent pay only
10 cents each. The Western students may also get breakfast for
5 cents each.
In other county schools, Cayce
Elementary, Hickman Elementary,
and Fulton County High School at
Hickman, 3.5 per cent of the children either receive free or 10-cent
lunches.
The free lunch program has been
in effect in the Fulton County
school system for the past two
years, under the Title I program
where federal money is made available to the county for such purposes.
Mrs. Reginald Williamson, manager of the Carr Institute Cafeteria
at Fulton, where the majority of
students from Carr Elementary
and Fulton High School have
lunch, said that approximately 20
needy students receive free lunches. Three high school boys choose
to work for their noon-time meal.
"We try our best with the aid of
the teachers to see that no student
goes hungry," Mrs. Williamson
said.
A representative of the county
public assistance office said, "I am
sure none of my cases and none of
the other workers' cat es go hungry."
It was pointed out to a reporter
that besides getting the welfare
checks, needy People al.,o receive
food commodities plus mektical aid,

and some people are drawing both
welfare checks and social security
checks. The food commodities are
distributed once a month by County
Judge John Cruce.
A total of 845 money payments
were made to eligible recipients
by the Fulton County assistance
office last month (February) plus
82 vendor payment cases (where
money was paid to nursing or oldage home patients), making a total
of $42,225.
The type of cases were aged,
blind, disabled, dependent children,
and vendor payment cases medical
only. '
It was pointed out by a welfare
worker that all who are on public
assistance get a medical card good
for office visits to a doctor or
home calls and some approved
medicine which is received from a
druggist. Children are also covered.
The Fulton County assistance
office has six workers—three social workers and three service
workers—plus a secretary. The office is open fiVe days a week and
each Tuesday a social worker is at
the county courthouse at Hickman
to take the applications from needy
people.
"If there is anyone hungry in
Fulton County, there shouldn't be,"
a social worker said, and went on
to explain that on the application
form for assistance it states that
welfare checks may be sent as a
person chooses. A person owning a
home worth $10,000 may receive
public assistance if he or she has
no money, a welfare worker said.

-rill Shows tAl
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PAUL and JOHANNA M. WIISTPHILINO
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Kentucky's Farm Income Up $50 Million Over '66;
Billion-Dollar Annual Receipt Are In Sight
Just four years ago Governor
Breathitt established what became
known as the Governor's Commission
on Agriculture. It was composed of the
Dean of the College of Agriculture,
Commissioners of Agriculture and Natural Resources and thirteen farmer
members representing both political
parties, all types of agriculture and all
sections of the state.
The purpose of the Commission
was to coordinate the efforts of agricultural agencies and organiaztions
towards increasing Kentucky's farm
income, with the goal of reaching a
billion dollars, at the earliest possible
date. Special committees studied each
of the major farm enterprises and
made recommendations that, if put into effect, would materially increase the
state's income. In order to activate the
recommendations a film entitled "A
New Look at the Land", was made and
copies were widely distributed to rural
schools and organizations. Three Governor's Conferences on Agriculture
were held in Louisville and many
smaller meetings were held throughout the state. Motivation was an important part of the Commission's
work.
The Commission commanded considerable prestige by virtue of the
Governor serving as its Chairman and
its Executive Director being on the
Governor's staff. For that reason it
was able to initiate or accelerate many
programs that were already proposed
or under way. For instance, farm leaders for many years had been interested
in doing special promotional work for
such products as Kentucky country
hams; sorgham molasses and such
items in which the state excels. A pilot
program featuring "Gormet Quality"
country hams was started last year

and ham producers report very satisfactory results from it.
It is difficult to evaluate the success of the Commission. Undoubtedly,
of the long time trend in agriculture.
during the period was a continuation
of the Ion gtime trend in agriculture.
Thru the efforts of established agencies, such as the Cooperative Extension and Soil Conservation Services
and others, and to the inflationary
movement in the nation's economy.
Progress is determined not only
by comparing the state's present statistics with those of previous years but
also by comparing our progress with
that of other states. Kentucky's progress in hog production has been notably good. From 1960 to 1966 the
state's income from hogs increased 15
percent and the state's share of the national hog income increased from 2.1
percent to 2.7 percent for the six-year
period.
The state's cash from receipts
during the years of the Governor's
Commission increased from $677 million in 1963 to $805 million in 1967.
Only four states among the fifty showed an increase in farm marketing and
government payments in 1967 over
1966. Kentucky was one of these four.
Kentucky's 1967 income from these
sources showed an increase of $50 million above 1966. Only one of the seven
states touching Kentucky showed an
increase for the period (Virginia, with
$11 million). Other bordering states
dropped back in income ranging from
oen to 181 million dollars. If Kentucky
maintains its 1967 rate of increase the
magic billion dollar income will be attained by 1972! That's a challenge to
the young leaders of the state.
—Kentucky Bankers Association

The Best Ten Years

strong in his 93rd year. He is J. C. Penney, founder of the great chain of
stores bearing his name. On a visit to
Portland, Oregon, he expressed
thoughts that are good medicine in
these days of confusion. Among other
things, he said,". .. I'm looking forward to the next 10 years as the best
years of my life .. . I belong to too
many organizations, like the 4-H that
represent young people and I meet too
many outstanding examples of today's
youth to sour on any of them. I see
leaders of tomorrow. . . business leaders, governors and perhaps even presidents."
The occasion of Mr. Penny's visit
to Portland was the presentation of
scholarships to young 4-H leaders
made possible by a grant from his company. His presence and faith are an inspiration.

When retirement standards cut
off many persons in their most productive period of life, it is refreshing to
read about a man who is still going
A member of Mu Kentucky Press Association
Second - class postage paid at Fulton, Ky. 42041
Successor of various weekly papers In Fulton the
first of which was founded in 1880.
Published Ivory Thursday of Th. Year
at 209 Commercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. 42041
Voted one of Kentucky's "Boot All Around"
Weekly Papers.
Address all mail (subscriptions, change of addross. Forms 3879) to Post Office Box 307 Fulton,
Kentucky, 42041.
per year 10.. Fulton,
Siobscription
iThin—
ests3
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion and
Woakley Counties, Toles. Elsewhere throughout
Ow United States $4.00 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 3% Wes Tax.

The Parson
Speaks

He may be six kinds of a liar,
He may be ten kinds of a fool,
He may be a wicked high-flyer
Beyond any reason or rule;
There may be a shadow above him
Of ruin and woes to impend,
And I may not respect, but I love him,
Because - well, because he's my friend.

This Is "Salute To Industry" Week In The
Twin Cities: A Well-Deserved Tribute To All
and scope of operations were expanded, little by little, from humble beginnings right here at home.
The Kentucky industrial challenge
lies mainly in expansion of present industry rather in the establishment of
new plants, according to panelists at
the recent annual meeting of the State
Chamber of Commerce. We agree with
Western Kentucky Gas Company President William Neal that local industrial
committees are needed to communicate
with industries on their problems, assure that new industry representatives
are given opportunity to participate in
community affairs and coordinate
other matters of mutual concern.
If a few ingrained local die-hards
tend to always regard a new manager
or personnel of a new firm as "intruders" and "foreigners" to their smug
little circle, we prefer to regard them
as "new life" and "progress" upward,
which they are. May we have the
pleasure of seeing many more newcomers as the days pass.

I

LOYALTY

were it left to me to decide whether we should have a government without
newspapers, or newspapers without a government, I should not hesitate to prefer
the latter."
—THOMAS JEFFERSON

Throughout Kentucky, this is "Industry Appreciation Week" . a practice begun several years ago by forward-thinking administrations, not
only to call every community's attention to renewed efforts to get new industry, but to focus its attention on the
industries that it has.
The News joins the governments
of Fulton and South Fulton in saluting
our local industries, the mainstay of
our local economic life. No matter how
small some of them may be, they yet
make, each one of them, important
contributions to the well-being and the
stability of the community. And as
they grow, so grows the community.
In most States, and Kentucky certainly is no exception, some eighty
percent of industrial expansion is the
result of expansion of existing industry already there. As one looks around
the Twin Cities at such industries as
Pure Milk Company and Henry I.
Siegel, one realizes that today's size

UOJED9P8 CORNER.

I know he has faults by the billion,
But his faults are a portion of him;
I know that his record's vermilion,
And he's far from the sweet Seraphim;
But he's always been square with yours truly,
Ready to give or to lend,
And if he is wild and unruly,
I love him - because he's my friend.
I criticize him, but I do it
In just a frank, comradely key,
And back-biting gossips will rue it
If ever they knock him to me!
I never made diagrams of him
No maps of his soul have I penned;
I don't analyze - I just love him,
Because - well, because he's my friend.
—Berton Braley

I

FUI,TON'S

IlUltwary ConntIr
By Broods Rowlett

Farmers feed the people of the
world. Some kind of farming is
found in every country in the
world. Farms in The Netherlands
and Denmark are noted for their
fine milk and butter. Farmers in
Italy and southern France grow
fruits and grapes to make wine.
The plains of southern Russia are
covered with waving wheat. Farmers in Germany grow fields of potatoes. The farmers of India grow
cotton and rioe. Central America's
farms are famous for coffee and
bananas. Canada is noted for its
wheat.
There are many kinds of farms
in the United States. Most of them
grow several kinds of plants and
raise several different kinds of
animals. But other American
farms raise only one main product, such as cotton, corn, wheat,
cattle, or chickens.
Let's look at a few books that are
in the library that would be of in-

terest to farmers.
In SWINE PRODUCTION, 2nd
edition, by Clarence Bundy and
Ronald Diggins, the authors present in simple terms the latest developments in production and
marketing. They have relied heavily on their experience of the past
35 years, during which they have
faced most of the problems that
confront those engaged in this
business. Also, their work with
farmers and farm youth in the
field of vocational agriculture has
given them first-hand knowledge
of their needs. Each phase of swine
production has been handled in a
systematic manner. Each chapter
deals with a specific area, and the
subject matter within the chapter
is logically organized. Some areas
covered are: breeds of swine, selection of breehg and feeding
stock, feed selection in swine nutrition, swine
breeding, pasture
crops for swine, buildings and
equipment, disease and parasite
control, swine marketing, fitting

FROM THE FILM:—

urning Back The Clock
April 23, 1948

and showing.
FARM BUSINESS MANAGEMENT by Emery Castle provides
a comprehensive introduction to the
recognized methods and analytical
tools of farm business management. The book has five major divisions. The first presents an overview of the problems faced by the
farm manager and details his specific functions. The second provides
an introduction to the tools of the
decisionmaking process, highlighting the importance and specific
uses of farm records as a prime
analytical tool; basic economic
principles with direct applicability
to farm management are introduced. In the third section, the acquisition of the factors of production
and size of farm are treated prior
to a discussion of the selection and
combination of enterprises. The
fourth section examines management problems associated with
particular enterprises and factors
of production. The final section examines the business and economic
factors effecting farm organization
and management; analytical tools
are provided to determine how
adequately the farm management
process is adjusting to economic
and technological change. Throughout the book, problems are treated
in the sequence usually faced by
the farm manager. By using appli-

Rim Moral B. Proctor
LIFE'S LUMINOUS HOURS
SCRIPTURE READING
JOHN 12:20-38
TEXT:
John 12:35; "Yet a little while is
the light with you. Walk while ye
have the light."
Is there one of us who, looking
back over the years, has not had
his luminous hours—those soul
stirring experiences when it seemed as if the heavens opened and we
looked into the very heart of God?
And is it not true to say that, in
those periods of storm and stress
which life has brought us, it was
the memory of those luminous
hours which sustained us The
luminous hours of life are not confined to those acts and practices
which we associate with the spiritual life, such as prayer, meditation on the Bible, and worship, al(Continued on Page Six)
cations from a wide variety of
agricultural regions, the authors
avoid undue emphasis to the particular problems of specific geographical areas. The book is designed for flexibility in use; each
chapter is independent and complete in itself. Graphs, tables, and
other illustrative materials accompany the text.
In ADEQUATE WIRING FOR
HOME AND FARM E. W. Jones &
J. L. Johnston, tell things that all
of us should know about electricity.
They tell about its uses, its hazards, its control, and about the
wiring systems that carry it into
our homes. The aim in preparing
this book has been to express as
clearly and simply as possible the
rules and principles on which the
wiring of homes and farms are
based. Emphasis is placed on the
planning and designing of wiring
systems as well as installation. The
requirements of safety, adequacy,
and durability are stressed. The
principles of voltage drop, wire
size, and carrying capacity are applied to practical system design in
considerable detail. References to
helpful literature are listed at the
ends of chapters.
Look at these and other interesting and informing farm books at
the library.

England for three years. Mr. Bowles served 27
as a technical sergeant and spent 22 months of months
that time
in England.
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Miss Marjorie Sherwood was honored with
tifully planned tea Thursday afternoon by Mrs.a beau0. R.
Bowles in her home on Fourth Street. Mrs.
greeted guests, Mrs. Glynn Bard presided over Bowles
the
register, Mrs. Joe Mullins poured tea, and Mrs. guest
Clyde
Bowles served.

The Fulton High senior play will be presented on
April 30. Advance information reveals that the play,
Miss Mary Homra entertained the Thursday
"Tattletale", a comedy in three acts, is one of the most
evening
bridge
club in her home on Norman Street on April
delightful plays ever presented in Fulton.
15. Mrs. James Cullom of Jackson,
Tenn., and Miss
Adele Homra were guests. Miss Martha Moore
was
Fulton High graduation will be held in the school awarded high
club prize and Mrs. Cullom received
auditorium on May 20. Valedictorian is Reed Holland, low.
salutatorian is Jacquelyn Bard, and runner-up is Joe
Davis.
Martha Strayhorn, Fulton, has been selected
as
one of the outstanding seniors in the field of journalism
The announcement in last week's News of the Great at Murray State College. She
is an English major and
Baby Campaign this newspaper is conducting has evi- will graduate in June.
dently struck a responsive chord in the hearts of parents, kinfolk and admirers of the sweet little lads and
At a meeting last Wednesday
lassies in the whole territory. Already 140 babies have clubroom on Lake Street, plans evening in the YMBC
been entered in the contest from all over the area. the Loyal Order of Moose and were made to complete
to obtain a charter for the
Prizes totaling $300 will be awarded, the grand first newly-forming Fulton lodge.
prize being $125.00.
Austin Springs: Jesse Clark
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Frederick and little daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Page since will move to the home
the recent death of Dan
left Monday night for Minot, S. D. to visit his parents. Gauldan, with whom he was
making his home.
They are enroute to Seattle, Wash., where Mr. FredMrs. Doyle Frields entertained with a
bridal showerick will be employed.
er the past Thursday for Mr. and Mrs.
Randall Cunningham. She was assisted by Mrs. John Mac
Simpson.
Mrs. Alex Khourie and son, Edwin, Misses Adele, Twenty one ladies were
Mary, Amaline and Lola Homra and David Homra at- games,and many nice giftsentertained with Bingo and
were received by the newlytended the wedding of Miss Annie May Khourie in weds. Mrs. Simpson is the
former Miss,Doris Maxberry.
Hayti, Mo., Sunday.
Pilot Oak: The junior
Mr. and Mrs. George Sherwood, of Middlesborouth, Tuesday night of last week in girls of Cuba school sPent
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Yorkshire, England, announce the engagement and ap- Revel Moody.
proaching Marriage of their daughter, Marjorie, to Raymond William Bowles,son of Mr. and Mrs.0. R. Bowles,
Rock Springs: Several from this
community attendof Fulton. The wedding will be solemnized in the First ed the picnic at the school
house Wednesday.
Methodist Church in Fulton on Saturday, April 24. Miss
Beverly Ann Elliott has measles,
Joyce Gayle and
Sherwood served in the Woman's Auxiliary Air Force in Reta Carol Hardison have
whooping cough.
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Engagement Of Sandra Stokes To Joe Wayne Bolin Sunday Reception
Is Announced Sunday At Reception In Hickman Is Held At Stokes
Home In Hickman
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Pass Sandra Stokes
The announcement of a major social event of midsummer was made at an elegant reception last Sunday
afternoon, when Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stokes, Jr., of Hickman, revealed the engagement of their daughter, Sandra, to Mr. Joe Wayne Bolin of Clinton.
Miss Stokes, an under graduate at Murray State
University, is the granddaughter of Mrs. Cubb Rouse
and the late Mr. Rouse of Alice, Texas. Her paternal
grandparents are Mrs. Fred Stokes of Hickman and the
late Mr. Stokes.
The bride-elect attended Indiana
University, following her graduation from Fulton County High
School, where she was active in
school and social activities on the

campus. At Indiana University sha
was a music major and a member
of the internationally famous "Singing Hoosiers." On a trip around
the world in 1966 she visited many

Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation U Years

ti

'Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night
• Open Sunday Afternoons'

W. O. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472-1841
..

.1. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield. ream

Greenfield
Phone 235-2293

of the historic centers of musical
culture.
Mr. Bolin is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph H. Bolin of Clinton.
Following his graduation from
Hickman County High School, he
entered the University of Kentucky, where he is a senior and a
pre-law student. He has served as
vice-president and is the immediate past president of Lambda Chi
Alpha, national social fraternity.
He is a representative in the Student Congress, a member of
Lances, an honorary fraternity, a
member of Lamp and Cross, a senior men's honorary fraternity, active in the Young Democrats Club
and a member of the executive
committee of Focus 1968.
Mr. Bolin is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Cunningham
of Clinton and of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Bolin, also of Clinton.
The wedding will be solemnized
the 10th of August in the First
Methodist Church at Hickman,
Kentucky.
BUCKHORN LAKE
Buckhorn Dam on the Middle
Fork of the Kentucky River in
Perry County created a lake 30
miles long, which is the setting for
Buckhorn State Park.
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By Miss Clarke Boadurant
wowsiowsonseis
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Gadberof and
Freddie spent Easter Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Woodside, of
Mount Vernon, Ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Hackett,
of Ohio, spent last week end with
his father, Jack Hackett.
Mrs. Paul LaMe, Jr., and daughters, of West Va., visited Mr. and
Mrs. Wall and Harold and other
friends in Cayce on Easter week
end.
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Scearce, of
Chicago, spent last week with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mack
Scearce.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wade and
Andy spent the week end with Mr.
and Mrs. Kenny Lane Wade and
children, Penny and Robert, in
Morehead, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Huffman had
as their guests at Reelfoot Lake
Sunday his nephew, Bill Gadberry,
Mrs. Gadberry and Freddie.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Carr, of Delphos, Ohio, spent the week end
with her sister, Mrs. Keithly Cruce,
and Mr. Cruce and her father, E.
B. Freeze.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Freeze were
dinner guests Sunday night of Mr.
and Mrs. Keithly Cruce.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur H. Brown
and father, Arthur Brown, were
guests at the Cayce Baptist Church
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. James McMurray
visited with Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Ammons Sunday.
Easter guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Turner Pursell were: Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Pursell and children, Larry, David and Vicki Lynn, and Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Pursell and children, Steve and Gary, of Louisville,
Ky.; Mr. and Mrs. Killebrew of
Fulton, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Liliker
and Mrs. Opal Pursell and son,
Jimmie.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
ff. E. Smith, Sr., were Mr. and
Mrs. Hale Smith of Obion, Mr. and
Mrs. John Smith of Martin, Mr.
and Mrs. Gordon McClellan of
near Clinton, and Mr. and Mrs.
Junior Smith of Fulton.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stokes, Jr.,
were host and hostess at a reception Sunday afternoon in their
home at Hickman, at which time
the engagement of their daughter,
Sandra, to Joe Bolin, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph H. Bowlin of
Clinton, was announced.
Mr. and Mrs. Stokes greeted
their guests in the court-yard and
the guests of honor received at the
entrance. Miss Stokes was radiant
in an all white dress of Venise lace
on silk, sheer organza fashioned
empire, with Victorian neck-line.
An arrangement of gladiola
blooms flanked the reeciving line
site.
Announcements were in charge
of Mrs Olney Johnson, Mrs.
Harold Rice, Mrs. Roland Green
and Mrs. Hugh Lattus, and
were miniature marriage licenses, encircled with gold wedding bands, stating "This certifies
that Sandra and Joe are engaged
and will be married on August 10,
1968."
The coffee table was set up in
the living room and was coveerd
with a pink net cloth, appliqued
with pink and white dogwood, butterflies,
bluebirds
and
nests
against the airiness of lace. The
centerpiece was of white roses,
stephanotis, lilies of the valley and
leather-leaf ferns artistically descending from five-branched silver
candelabra, creating a picture of a
full, yet delicate, design. Coffee
and tea were served from a silver
service which was a gift to the
host and hostess on their wedding
day, twenty-five years ago. The
coffee and tea were poured by Mrs.
James M. Calvin, Mrs. Elvis J.
Stahr and Mrs. Robert Sanger and
the cake was cut by Mrs. W. B.
Amberg, Mrs. Ells Dobson, Mrs.
W. C. Hales, Sr., and Mrs. James
A. Whipple. Miring the afternoon
piano selections were played by
Mrs. F. C. Heerde of Stead Creek,
Gilbertsville, and by Mrs. Jessie
F. McNeill and Mrs. Paul Stahr.
Punch was served from a table in
the family room, centered with an
epergne holding clusters of white
rosebuds and carnations, with lily
The News takes pleasure in
of the valley and rose foliage. The
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
five-branched silver
candelabra
added a touch of elegance. Serving following friends:
April 26: Mrs. Charles Fields,
the punch were Mrs. James Allen
Mitchell of Mayfield, Mrs. Harold Ray Wright; April 27: Gwen
Rice., Mrs. George N. Helm and Browder, Judy Neely, Jane Sue
Hicks, Sidney Phillips; April 28:
Mrs. Luby Roper.
Arrangements of gladiola, carna- James Wall;
April 29: Jimmy Bodker, Richard
tions, pale pink and white iris
were placed at vantage points Caldwell; April 30, Greg Wheeler,
Wiley; May 1: Bill DaugherDavid
throughout the house.
Roaming hostesses were Mrs. ty; May 2: Frances Watkins, Mrs.
Cubb Rouse of Alice, Texas, and Gussie Vincent.
Mrs. Fred Stokes, Jr., grandmothSLAVE BLOCK
ers of the bride-to-be, Mrs. Henry
A slave block, where Negro
Cowgill, Mrs. Albert L. Lankford,
were
slaves
sold before the Civil
Mrs. Roscoe Stone, Mrs. Earl
Ezell, Mrs. Charles Travis and War, is located on the Courthouse
Bardstown.
lawn
at
Mrs. R. B. Goalder.
More than three hundred guests
attended.

INSPECTION PERIOD
FOR THE PROPERTY TAX
ASSESSMENT ROLL
The Fulton County property tax roll will be opened for inspection from May6 through May 10, 1968. Under the supervision of the
tax commissioner or his deputy, any property owner may inspect the
tax roll to check the assessment of his property and compare it with
the assessment of comparable property to determine whether li is
equitably assessed. The tax roll may not be inspected for any other
purpose.
This is the January 1, 1968 assessment on which state, county,
taxes for 1968 will be due on September 15, 1968.
school
and
The tax roll is in the office of the county tax commissioner in
the county courthouse and may be Inspected between the hours of 8
A. M.and 4 P.M.

ELMER MURCHISON
Tax Commissioner, Fulton County

Thirty-Two South
Fultonians Are
Attending UTM
A total of 2,910 students are enrolled for the spring quarter at The
University of Tennessee at Martin.
Of this number 2,844 are undergraduate and 66 are graduate students.
Enrolled at U-T Martin from
South Fulton are the following:
Paul D. Blaylock, David A.
Bloodworth, Susan Ruth Burrow,
Nelda Jo Clement, Linda Louise
Collier, Patricia Ann Connell,
James Joseph Conner, Dianne Foster, Roberta H. Goad, Richard B.
Gossum Jr., Jane Graves, James
Lowell Grooms, Mary Fields Hancock, Larry Ray Heath, Linda Jo
Holland, Lana Joyce Hutchins,
Louellen Jamison, Martha Lacewell, Shelia Elaine Lowry, Christina McKinney, Cynthia Jean Neeley, Charles F. Pennington, Lou
Ella Ray, Johnny L. Reeder, Kenneth M. Robinson, Lawrence E.
Smithmier, Danny Wade Thorpe,
Daniel E. Underwood, Larry Gene
Wade, Bonnie Lee Weeks, Paula
Kay Whitlock, James B. Wilkerson.

The first try-out match for the
1968 Kentucky Longrifle term is
scheduled for the weekend of Saturday, April 27th, at the range of
the Longriflemen, Inc., just south
of Morehead. The range is located
on Kentucky 319—five miles south
of U. S. 60.
Any Kentuckian who shoots a
flintlock Kentucky longrifle is
urged to attend. No prior contact is
necessary; first time visitors will
be met at the gate and made welcome.
There is one stipulation in regard
to a first time shooter. He must
shoot at both shoots and have his
score averaged, in order to qualify
for the longrifle team. The dates
for the second shoot will be determined at the Morehead meeting.
Each year, every Kentucky longrifle shooter is given the opportunity to make the team, which for
the year will represent Kentucky
at official flintlock matches and
other ceremonial functions requiring a pioneer atmosphere.
Officially sanctioned by the state,
the Corps of Longriflemen is en-

See us for - - Your Insurance Needs

Rice Agency
Fulton

472-1341

THE CITIZENS BANK OF
HICICMAN, KY.
IS NOW PAYING A FULL 5%
ON CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT
The Citizens Bank at Hickman. in order to offer all banking services for its customers, has rolled
out the Red Carpet for you.
Check with The Citizens Bank, Hickman, Kentucky and learn how you can invest your money in
a Certificate of Deposit to earn a full 5 percent.

A FULL SERVICE BANK
Offering Complete Banking Services
Each deposit insured to $15,000.00 by the F. D. I. C.

ONLY A PHYSICIAN can diagnose the
condition, admit the patient and order
the necessary hospital services and
supplies when needed...

YOUR BEST BUY IN HEALTH CARE PROTECTION IS

BLUE CROSrand BLUE SHIELD®
(Kentucky Corporations Serving Kentuckians)
These Plans Offer You:
•Maximum benefih per duos dollar as a result of efficiency and economy of operation.
•A choice of hospital room allowances.
•All other covered hospital services paid In full.
•Surgical-Medical plans with realistic allowances.
•MoonMedical or Ext ded 5eo.fit Plan

APPLY NOW

FOR

U. S. SENATOR
DINNER
Plan now to attend. Tickets
$75.00, available at Ockerman
tor Senator Headquarters, 347
E. Main St., Lexington, Ky.
40507, or order by mall. Make
checks payable to: Ockerman
for Senator.
Committee for Ockerman, John
B. Breckinridge, Chin., Downtowner Motel, 347 E. Main, Lexington, Ky., Shelby C. Kinkead,
Treas.

Complete Roof
Planned Protection

ARE YOUR SAVINGS EARNING YOU A
HIGH RETURN?

ONLY A HOSPITAL is equipped and
staffed 24 hours a day — to provide
the life saving services and supplies
you Or your family may need.

OCKERMAN

Phoenix Hotel, Lexington, Ky.

tering its sixth year, during which
time it has shot in eleven matches
against other states and has not
lost a match. The team' selected
this year will enter similar competitions.
Two teams will be selected solely by the highest scores—the first
and second team. The second team
members fill in for the first team
when, for any reason, they are not
able to attend a match. In at leas
one match during the year, bott
teams will fire in competition.

YOUR BEST BUY TODAY...COULD BE A DAY OF NEEDED HOSPITAL-MEDICAL CARE

FOSTER

May 13, 1968 - 7:00 p. m.
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Kentucky Long Rifle Team Will
Have Tryouts April 27 For All

Happy Birthday
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MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD
3101 Berestewa Rood, Loulnlle, Ky. 40203
P10.11
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CROUP PLANS MAY 81105510 WHERE
MIRE ARE 5 OR MORE EMPLOYEES

NF-683

AMINO
RAM

LIP

Pleas* send information, without obligation, as check ',slows
0

I am interested In forming an employee Group Plan.
I am 64 or under. Neither my spouse nor I work where there are 10 or more partorio.
• I will soon be 19 or marry before 19 and want to keep protection.
O

CI

I am Interested In your Blue Cross and Blue Shield -65 Plan for persons age 65 or
older.
(Farm Bureau Members, not enrolled, see your Farm Bureau Agent.)

_
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A THANK YOU TO INDUSTRY ...
FOR MAKIFG

WNI.11 1 ES
AN EVEN BETTER PLACE TO LIVE.
DIXIE LAMINATED BEAM CO.
HENRY I. SIEGEL CO. KENTUCKY
SWIFT & COMPANY
FERRY MORSE SEED CO.
PEPSI COLA BOTTLING CO.
JIFFY STEAMER CO.
CENTRAL PRODUCTS

WAYMATIC FABRICATING CO.
METAL FINISHERS of AMERICA
HENRY I. SIEGEL CO. TENNESSEE
PURE MILK COMPANY
FULTON ICE COMPANY
COCA COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
MELROSE CHEMICALS

There are many reasons why we are glad to have you a part of our com... and we are proud to count you as our citizens. You have created
munity.
more jobs for all of us ... have brought more business to our community.
and have helped raise the standard of living for all of us. And we hope
you'll have a long, happy and prosperous "life" with us.

Kentucky's industrial plants are a vital force in our economy. At this time, we
extend a vote of thanks to all of them for making our communities better places
In which to live and work. As a part of "Industry Appreciation Week" I wish
to give special recognition to the 195 new and expanded plants that were announced for Kentucky in 1967.
Governor

Indust,* Appreciation Week,'

"INDUSTRY APPRECIATION WEEK"
APRIL 22, - 27 1968

CITY OF
FULTON,KY

CITY OF
SOUTH FULTON,TENN.
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Engagement Of Betty Jean Boulton
To Lawrence Schwartz Is Announced

ATTEND MEETING

B1PW VISITORS

and Mrs. Ruth Puckett attended
the
spring conference of District
Anaahne
Homra,
Mrs.
JewMiss
ell McClain, Mrs. Ramelle Pigue One, Business and Prof, ssional
Women's Clubs, last Sunda;., April
21, at Murray. The meeting was
the Kentucky Federation, Miss
Blackburn is past Federation presi- held in the Murray ih'omail's Club
dent and presently editor of the building.
B&PW State magazine, the Cardinal, and Miss Conrad is associate
GO r0 ChURCH SUNDAY
editor.

Mrs. Ramelle Pigue had as her
guests last Saturday Miss Margarde Carr, Miss Utha Conrad
and Miss Ruth Blackbuin, all of
Lexington. They arrived Sa'urday afternoon and accompan:ed
Mrs. Pigue to Murray Sunday for
the R&M District Conference.
Miss Carr is 1st vice president of

The Fulton News, Thursday, April 25, 188,
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WANTED
Female machine operator, age from 18 to 38.
Apply in person at Henry I. Siegel Company,
South Fulion, Tennessee.

New Store Hours: Mon. Tue. Wed.-8-6 Thur.8-7 Fri.- Sat.8 - 8

ywecare

"Super-Right" Meats!

PORK
LOIN
ROAST

Here's to your
health...and beauty...
and budget!

ONE

Did you know that we have
our own line of MP Health and Beauty Aids?

Mr. and Mrs. James Roper Boulton of Route 2, Clinton, announce the engagement of their daughter, Betty
Jean, to Lawrence Mark Schwartz, son of Mr. and Mrs.
L. A. Schwartz, also of Route 2, Clinton.
Miss Boulton is the granddaughter of Mrs. Jodie In Taylor of
Route 2, Clinton, and the late Mr.
Taylor and Mr. James David Boulton of Springfield, Missouri, and
the late Mrs. Boulton.

Saint Mary High School, Paducah. He studied electronics at Paducah Tilghman Area Technical
and Vocational School and is majoring in electrical engineering at
Christian Brothers College, Memphis, Tennessee.
He is the grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Luther Mark Howe of Centralia, Illinois.
A June wedding is being planned.

She is a graduate of Hickman
County High School and is a business education major at Western
Bowling
University,
Kentucky
Green. She is a member of the
Honor's Club, Newman Club, Student National Education AssociaLebanon admits U. S. citizens
tion, and Phi Chi Theta, profesdespite curbs.
sional business fraternity for women.
Hong Kong food situation is back
Mr. Schwartz graduated from to normal.

Kentucky born
and bred:
Old Medley is bourbon in the
finest traditions of Old Kentucky.
Especially made by
Fleischmann to be smooth and
mellow—a 90 proof bourbon
remarkably rich in flavor and
character. Yet you'll find it
surprisingly modest in price.
For bourbon you'll be proud to
serve, ask for Old Medley.

maXneta SWARMS
INTA/MIS PLUS MON
COTTON SKIMS

TOOTHPASTE
SHAMPOO
MOUTMVASH
HAM SPRAT
AMNON
$HAW CREAM
CHILIMENS CHEIVAINE mums

cosimnc PINES
PETROLEUM JELLY
SUREM.0 ASPIRIN

RIB

Loin

LB.

Lb.

Whole Fryers
All-Meat Bologna
FullyR, Copitv1 Hams
SUPER

.

89c

FREE!
Cotton Puffs

RHUBARB OR

35c

EACH

DESSERT

WITH PURCHASE OF
ONE AT REGULAR PHI( I

4 99c
55c 4
19C
I-LB.
LOAVES

39

BOTH
ONLY

SPRING FRESH A&P PRODUCE
LOUISIANA
NEW GREEN
4 pis. 99c
Strawberries
CABBAGE Red
Radishes.... ""K°
10 for
FLORIDA
39c
size
Oranges 125
LB.

.,

8tI

PICO. OF•

Shells

Spray Deodorant

Aspirin

EA.

Cherry Pie

BAR CAKE

7-0? CAN OF .".E

A&P Buffered

YOU PAY
ONLY

BRIGHT SAIL

CHAMPION

NUTLEY

BLEACH

FIG BARS

MARGARINE
5

3
GALLON

BOTTLE

2

LI.

1 -LB.

'TREE 14oz. bottle of
ANN PAGE
KETCHUP,
with purchase of 2-1b.
package of
SUPER - RIGHT

CARTONS

99c

PACKAGE

39'

BEEF
PATTIES
both only $1.49

WITH TOWEL INSIDE

WITH BLEACHING CRYSTALS

2-LB. $100
ILOZ.
CANS

FREE!

ON BOTTLE OF 100

68

k
(

3

SAVE 20C

Toothpaste
Shave Cream
BOTH
ONLY

lb. $1.29 ,

It BEANS

WITH PURCHASE OF 110Z CAN

4411.
$135
I
1-0I. BOX

nt
Oxydol Detergent 101. BOX 83t Bonus Deterge
Vermont Maid -I Golden
\Bathroom Tissue Sweet Pickles
SOFT PLY

10

ROLL
PKG.

89c

1 DEE LISH POLISH

SLICED
GT. JAR

43c

CHARM

.1

211SIZE CAN 10

Bold

Ivory Flakes

Cheer

LIQUID DETERGENT

DETERGENT

SOAP FLAKES

DETERGENT

35

1-LB. 4-07...
BOX

35c

SYRUP
2402. BOTTLE

1

Joy
12-02.
BOTTLE

12% OZ.BOX

37C,-

Rise

DEL MONTE

Cake Mixes Pineapple Juice
9-02. BOX

I

SUPER RIGHT
SEMI BONELESS
WHOLE OR HALF LB.

Beef Cube Steaks

FREE!

BAG OF 300 A&P

-294
49c
79c

BY THE
PIECE
La.

GHT

ATLANTIC
THE
A RAIt CHICK
EST
TISED
ANY C°PYMIGNT :T
MADVER
(
UNABLE TO PURCHASE
AC"C.
"Acinc
14 .MTH. "EAT
:
LEASE REQUEST
PRICES EPFECTIVE THRU APRIL 27

Bread

-- lapw*
P+2.04
ern'meow mass OnomMIse,Omesasso.RoscolOM

19

PORK CHOPS
LB.

When you think about it...shouldn't MP be your store?

DELUXE RYE. PUMPERNICKEL
VIENNA

•Se....4,

CUT

SUPER RIGHT
(SLICED LB. 59()

$4.25 Fifth

O. v..•

CENTER

U.S.D.A. FRESH
(CUT-UP OR SPLIT... 3S0

What does this mean to you?
It means a convenient opportunity for you to buy
guaranteed quality products at significant savings.
Check the prices on this page. You'll see what we mean.

BOTH
ONLY

Wepot

QUARTER

Here's what we have so far:

ALP Hair Spray

r75 1'iLh,

Loin Endtb.494

SLICED INTO CHOPS

and you know what that means.
They must be equal to or better than the nationally famous brands.
That's a steadfast rule for any product bearing the A&P name.

WITH PURCHASE OF 14-02. CAN

ieNteiti4Cy /,>7.triek.

Lb.39

PORK LOIN

It's taken us a couple of years
to develop the line and we're not finished yet. Why so longs,
Well, we wanted them to carry the A&P name
Miss Betty Jean Eioulion

Seven Rib )
End

3-LB. &OE.
BOX

83c

69C 2

Cascade
DISHWASHER DETERGENT
24.3. 3-07..

PDX

SLICED COOKIES
-IN THE DAIRY CASE'
10-02.
PKGS.

7546

49c

Dux
DETERGENT
1-1.B. BOX

35C

rm Shows tA)

_
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CHESTNUT GLADE
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughn
Plans have been made for a Volunteer Cancer Crusade worker to
call at each home in the community and the county during the
month of April. It is hoped that
each person called upon will make
a generous contribution to this
most worthy cause, for we never
know who the next victim may be.
Ches Morr!son continues to improve at his home, after being dismissed from the hospital last week.
Sympathy is extended to the family of Miss Edna Vaughan, who
unexpectedly passed away last
week. Funeral service was at New
Hope Methodist Church, where she
was a member.
Mrs. Van Brann has returned to
her home in Memphis, after spending last week with Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey Vaughn and attending the
bedside of Mrs. Minnie Brann, who
is critically ill in the Hilview Nursing Home.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Ross have
moved into their beautiful new
home, recently completed. Best
wishes for many years to enjoy

to help you add
BEAUTY .. •
COLOR ...
INDIVIDUALITY

to your home

EXCHANGE
Furniture Co.
207 Commercial Fulton

County Automobile Project Is
Completing Its Second Year

this modern home in their retirement from the grocery business
they have been operating in Ruthvine for the past several years.
Mrs. Vada Simpson's new home
in Martin appears to be nearing
completion.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Reams, from
Lansing, and Ted Reams, from Detroit, have been visiting their parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Reams,
and Dorothy and other relatives in
this area.
Mr. and Mrs. Hayes Bowden, of
Detroit, spent the week end with
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Taylor.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
and Mrs. Van Brann enjoyed a
birthday dinner with Mrs. Lucy
Gibbs last Sunday.
It is hoped that everyone will
pay a visit to their local library or
bookmobile station during the week
of April 21-27, in recognition of
National Library week. Al 'regular readers should read an extra
The automotive project has been
book during this time.
offered in Fulton County for two
years. This is a special interest
"We cannot increase the number project, and much interest has
of days that we have to live, but been shown. Last year we took
we can greatly improve the quality Unit I, which deals with "The Car
of our living by constructing things and the Highway." Unit II was
of beauty," was the thought of the taken this year and deals with
Operation."
lesson presented by Mrs. Paul "Maintenance and
Reams when she reviewed the les- The project started March 13th and
son J. E. McMahan taught the ended April 10th.
gardening leaders at the recent
Above are some of the members
county-wide meeting. He explain- of this project. Officers were: Robed how to make proper selection ert Forsythe - President, Carol
of shrubs and plants for different Cardwell - Vice-President, and
results. Mrs. Reams presented this Nancy DeMyer • Secretary. Other
lesson to the Chestnut Glade Club members were: Nancy Taylor,
when they met for the regular Kathy Mabry, Richard Cagle, Carmeeting in the home of Mrs. John- la Campbell, Ralph Fitzpatrick,
ny Hazelwood, with Mrs. Orvin
Morrison co-hostess.
THE PARSON SPEAKS
The song, "Springtime In The
(Continued from palm Tar!)
Mrs.
W.
was
directed
by
Rockies",
C. Morrison and the devotional was though they are most likely to be
given by Mrs. Laverne Overby.
experienced by the man whose
The roll call was answered by spiritual life is kept fresh by these
members showing their favorite exercises.
hat.
God's varied revelation. For
Plans were made for participation in the sewing machine clinic some of us insight has come
to be at Dresden. Mrs. Laverne through an illuminating book. A
Owensby presented the food and single word or sentence or a paranutrition leaders' lesson by urging graph has enlarged our vision or
that attention be given to including cleared up a difficulty, and in a
the "Basic Four" in eaCh meal for flash life has taken new meaning.
Nature, too, has again and again
improved health. Mrs. Jimmie
Westbrook, clothing leader, gave flashed new truth into our minds,
tips on the use of polyester gar- which made us sure of God beyond all argument. Watching a dyments and fabrics.
We hope many Members of the ing sunset or ripe corn glistening
club are serving delicious hot in the sunshine or the blue of the
bread and rolls, after the interest- sea, God has become real to us being lesson presented by the Home yond all denial.
Agent, Mrs. Grace Prince, who
Sometimes life itself has given
gave several delicious recipes for wings to sight. There was a day
preparing several items, included when something happened. A hein the "Basic Four".
roic deed was witnessed, or a
Delicious
refreshments
were kindly word was overheard, or a
served to one hundred percent of generous act done to us, and a cord
the members, Mrs. Prince and one was touched in our hearts which
visitor, Mrs. Van Brann of Mem- vibrates still.
phis.
And yet, freely and gladly adThe next meeting will be on May
miting God's many ways of reveal16 at 1:30 p. m., in the home of
ing himself, for most of us life's
Mrs. Fred Vaughan. Visitors are
soul-stirring
experiences
come
cordially invited.
through our religious exercises.
Taking God at His word, he has
blessed us. While we were at praySubscribe To The News er
we felt a glow in our hearts.
"While I was musing, the fire
burned." Or while we were reading
God's word or hearing it read, a
tthought gripped our minds, allayTV-SCHOOL NOTE:
TV High School Study Sessions
are going well, but we are still
urging students to come to Milton
School on Tuesday and Thursday
evenings - 7.00 - 8:00 p. m. or as
long as you have questions.
EXTRA COURSES, TOO
University or Kentucky Community Colleges, in addition to
providing regular college courses,
offer non-credit courses and services of a professional, vocational
or cultural nature for adults.
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PLANTING CORN IN
FESCUE SOD
Last week during wet weather
while all Obion County farmers
were wanting to get cranked up
full speed planting corn, James
Harold Abbott at Glass was planting corn full speed with his new
no till sod planter in a beautiful
field of old fescue grass. Mr. Abbott plans to plant about 100 acres
of corn in fescue sod this year, and
a lot of Obion County farmers will
be watching the results. Other
Obion County farmers with sod
planters include Malcomb Cook,
and Louis Smith.
Research and farmer experience
in Tenn..-ssee and surrounding
states has shown that corn can be
Don Lattus, Ben Jones, Jewell produced successfully without preMorse, Joe Johnson, Gary Minton, paring a conventional seedbed.
Jerry Parker, James Coffey, Ron- Most of the work has been done by
planting directly In fescue, orchald Nettles and James Moore.
Howard Anderson, Standard Oil ardgrass or ryegrass sods, small
Dealer, talked to the group on the grain stubble or in corn, cotton or
"Importance Of Proper Lubrica- soybean stubble from the previous
year's crop. This method of protion.
ducing corn has the following adChevrolet
Stokes
Speight,
Barney
vantages over the conventional
Company, - Roadrunners - John method of preparing a seedbed beWatts, Area Agent in Crops, - fore planting the corn. 1. Soil eroWilson, Area Youth sion is reduced. 2. Corn can be
Catherine
Agent, were in charge of the group. produced on slopes not normally
An incentive trip to St. Louis on used for corn production. 3. SeedApril 20th to visit the zoo and see' bed preparation is eleminated, rethe Cardinals and Chicago Cubs ducing cost of production. 4. The
play will climax the Automotive elimination of seedbed preparation
makes it possible to plant earlier.
Project.
ing fears and instilling peace.
Or was it when we were listening
to the preacher seeking to interpret
from the standpoint of God that we
discovered what God could make
of our lives, or do through them,
and from that moment a new purpose possessed our souls
That God for life's luminous
hours, those soul-stirring experiences when He speaks to us, and
His spirit touches our spirits.
Using the luminous hours. Now
part of the secret of victorious living is to seize the luminous hours
of life and live in the light and
warmth of them as long as possible. The luminous hours come to
us from God's gracious hand. He
visits us Himself. There is an old
Chinese poet who gives this as his
counsel: "Revere the heavenly
moods, ephemeral though they
seem." And did not our Lord himself say: "Yet a little while is the
light with you." "Walk while ye
have the light"?
The very reason life's luminous
hours are sent to us is that we
should yield to the prompting
within our hearts to frame new
ideals, to commit ourselves more
deeply to Christ's way of life, to
embark on some suggested service
for His kingdom. This prompting
which often accompanies life's
luminous hours is inspired by God.
But to resist such prompting is to
turn our backs on the light, to miss
the moment of opportunity to grow
in grace, or to further Christ's
Kingdom.
Rev. Maral B. Proctor

The grass and weeds are controlled by using atrazine at 2
pounds of active ingredients plus
paraquat at 0.5 pounds active ingredients per acre plus a surfactant or atrazine at 3 pounds active
ingredient per acre plus a surfactant. Since paraquat is inactive
soon after application, the atrazineparaquat mixture results in less
soil residue problems than the 3
pounds of atrazine. This mixture
also results in a quick top-kill of
existing vegetation. This appears
to be an advantage, especially during drouth periods.
If planting in a crop stubble
where no vegetation exists, 2
pounds of atrazine alone should 'be
adequate.
TOM WADE HAS GOOD SALE
Mr. Tom Wade, Kenton, Tennessee, was well satisfied with the
sale of- his Hereford Cattle last
week. 190 lots averaged $395. 38
bulls averaged $420 and 152 females averaged $389. The high selling bull was Mr. Wade's Winrock
bull selling for $1,160 to Nick Korn,
Brownsville, Tennessee. Two cows
and calves sold for $785 - one going to C. A. Jones, Tiplersville,
Mississippi and the other to Coy
Miller, Symsonia, Ky. The hottest
thing about the sale was a group of
bred heifers that averaged over
$500. Large crowd of buyers with
cattle serving into Tennessee, Kentucky, Nebraska, Missouri, Arkansas, Mississippi, Oklahoma,
Alabama, and Ohio.

A Crown of Orchids for Miss Kentucky
Jo-Anne Clark, the reigning Miss Kentucky, will portray
an Hawaiian princess when she rides atop a huge orchid
bi the 1968 Kentucky Derby Pegasus Parade on Thursday,
May 2 in Louisville. The float, sponsored by Standard Oil
Company, is a salute to Hawaii Statehood. Parade theme
in "Great Moments in American History."

• PIERCE STATION
By Mrs. Charley Levee
Seems like we may have some
spring weather. If it will stop raining, folks could farm some and
plant gardens and flowers.
Horace Norman is at home now,
after spending some time with his
daughter, Mrs. Lewis Robey, in
Nashville. She and her husband
brought him home.
Reid Brown and -daughter, Barbara, of Santa Domingo, Saminica
Republic, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Lowery of Dalton, Ky., and Mrs.
steer on Dr. Robert Latimer Farm
weighs at 388 days. According to
records available to us this is a
record weight for a steer at this
age. The steer is a 15-16 Charolais
out of Dr. Latimer's "Viejo" Bull
and 7-8 Charolais and 1-8 Brahman
Cow.
According to Dr. Latimer he has
only one regret about the record
weighing steer and that is he wishes the steer was 'still a bull.
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
May 7 - Pecan Grafting Clinic Obion County.
May 8 Lamb Pool - Jackson
May 16 - Feeder Pig Sale - Dresden.
May 30 - Wool Pool assembly
Jackson.

Riley Smith, of Fulton, were noon
guests in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. R. A. DeMyer Saturday. Mr.
and Mrs. Omer Smith came in the
afternoon.
Mrs. Wallace Cunningham and
Mrs. Kieth Roberts, of Paducah,
spent a few days last week with
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Stem.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lowe and DeWitt Matthews are spending today
at Kentucky Lake. Here's hoping
they get a lot of fish.
Mr. and Mrs. John Hall DeMyer have returned to their home
In Lansing, Mich., after a two
weeks visit with relatives here.
PROGRESS IN ART
The Kentucky Arts Commission
was established by the 1966 Legislature to develop and promote a
State policy of support for the fine
arts. This permitted Kentucky to
take advantage of Federal matching funds from the National Endownment on the arts.
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$10 to $20 PER CALF
Every fall we notice a number of
calves in Obion County where the
cattleman looses $10 to $20 per calf
by failing to Dehorn and Castrate
Some management jobs you should
do this month—complete the job of
castrating and dehorning - 1. Run
the calves through the chute and
headgate. 2. Use Barnes Dehorner
on calves over 3 months of age. 3.
Vaccinate all calves for blackleg
and malignant edema. As a precauFOUR YEARS AGO
tion in blackleg infected areas, conAlthough some colleges already sider revaccination in the fall.
were in existence, the University of
Kentucky Community College SysFAST GAINING STEER
tem actually came into being in
1964.
1,285 pounds is what a Charolais
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BROAD PROGRAMS
University of Kentucky Community College activities include
evening classes, workshops, seminars, short courses, concert series,
exhibits, lectures and dramatic
productions to meet in-service, reeducation and cultural needs as expressed in the community.
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Deaths
Elmus J. Whitlock

"Bob" Anderson

Elmus J. Whitlock died suddenly
on April 15, apparently from a
heart attack while sitting in his
car in front of the home of Jesse
Hicks near Fulton.
Funeral services were held on
April 17 in Jackson Chapel Methodist Church, with Rev. Julian Warren and Rev. Gerald Stow officiating. Burial with arrangements by
Hornbeak Funeral Home, was in
Wesley Cemetery.
Mr. Whitlock, 66, of Route I, Fulton, was born in Jackson County,
Missouri the son of the late William Prince and Genetta Bone
Whitlock and
had lived near
Fulton most of his life. He was a
retired farmer. He was a member
of Jackson Chapel Methodist
Church.
He was married to the former
Thelma Gardner, who survives.
Other survivors are five grandchildren, Craig and Ann Corum,
Paula Kay, Cathy and Kim Whitlock, all of South Fulton, and one
brother, Audrey Whitlock of Win.
go. His son and daughter preceded
him in death, also two sisters and
four brothers.

Funeral services for Robert
Bailey (Bob) Anderson were held
last Friday afternoon, April 19, in
Trinity Episcopal Church in Fulton,
and burial was in Fairview Cemetery. Whitnel Funeral Home was
in charge of arrangements.
Bob, 22, died on Wednesday,
April 18. Death was ruled by Coroner Don Chaney, as self-caused, by
hanging.
Bob was born in San Diego, California. He graduated from Fulton
High School and attended the University of Michigan on a music
scholarship, receiving his degree in
music. He was a student at Tulane
University in New Orleans on a
NDEA Fellowship, majoring in anthropology, and was spending his
spring vacation with his mother.
In addition to his mother, he is
survived by his father, Russell
Anderson ,of New Orleans; one
brother, Wayne- Anderson, a teacher in Southwestern Louisiana university at Lafayette, La., one aunt,
Mrs. Bob Binford of Fulton; two
cousins, Charlies Binford of Fulton
and Dr. Bailey Binford of Russell
Springs, Ky., his paternal grandmother, Mrs. Darr Tillotaon of
Hemet California, and one aunt,
Mrs. Al Curry of Sun City, California.

Mrs. Amelia Johnston
Funeral services for Mrs. Minor
Amelia Johnston were held on
April 16 in Hunt Funeral Home at
Trenton, Tenn. ,and burial was in
Only Cemetery near Waverly,
Tenn.
Mrs. Johnston died Sunday morning, April 14, in her borne at Trenton.
She was the mother of Mrs.
Frank Collins and the grandmother
of Mrs. William Jolley, Jr., of Fulton. Other survivors are six daughters, Mrs. Ann Holland, Miss
Grace Johnston, Miss Evelyn Johnston and Mrs. Mildred Mone, all
of Trenton, Mrs. Nell Chambers of
Dyer, and Mrs. Helen Jones of
Sarasota, Fla.

Miss Edna E. Vaughn
Funeral services for Miss Edna
Elizabeth Vaughn were held Tuesday, April 16, in the New Hope
Methodist Church, with Rev. L. W.
Carlin and Rev. John Bradley officiating. Burial, under the direction of Hornbeak Funeral Herne,
was in the New Hope Ceemtery.
Miss Vaughn died on Monday,
April 15, in the Weakley County
Rest Home at Dresden, where she
had made her home for the past
thirteen years.
She was the daughter of the late
Henry and Savannah Jones Grissom. She was a member of the
New Hope Methodist Church.
Surviving are one brother, Beckham Vaughn; five half-brothers,
Dewey Grissom, Jeff Grissom,
Dick Grissom, and Herman Grissom, all of Fulton and Rye Grissom of Anna, Ill.; one half-sister,
Mrs. Lottie Hendrix of Fulton,
twenty-two nieces and nephews.

Infant Son Of Mr. and
Mrs. J. T. Maxey
The infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
J. T. Maxey of Route 2, Palmersville, was still-born at eleven
O'clock Tuesday night, April 16, in
the Volunteer General Hospital at
Martin.
Graveside service will be held this
at two
(Thursday) afternoon
o'clock in the New Hope Missionary Baptist Church cemetery, with
Rev. Arthur Wilkinson officiating.
Jackson Funeral Home at Dukedom is in charge of arrangements
and friends may call at the funeral
home.
In addition to the parents, survivors are two brothers, Roy and
Ray, at home; the paternal grandmother, Mrs. Lula Maxey, maternal
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Auzie
Legens, and several aunts and
uncles.

Mrs. Sam Batts

E. E. Pearigen
Emerson Elmo Pearigen, of
Union City, died early Friday
morning in the Obion County General Hospital, where he had -been a
patient since March 31.
Funeral services were held on
Saturday, April 13, in White-Ranson Funeral Home chapel, with
Rev. M. L. Davis of Kenton and
Rev. Robert Crur-p of Cayce officiating. Burial was in Cayce
cemetery.
Mr. Pearigen, 88, was born in
Gibson County, the son of the late
Van and Betty Alford Pearigen.
He was a retired rural mail carrier, haiing worked out of the Kevil
and Columbus, Ky., post offices
for many years. He and his wife
moved to Union City upon his re
tirement in 1951.
He was the founder of Chapter
793 of Retired Civil Service Employees, a member of the Rural
Letter Carriers Association and the
Cayce Methodist Church.
He was twice married, first to the
former Annie Burns, who died in
1952, later to Annie Hemphill, who
survives.
Other survivors are three sons,
Ray Pearigen of South Bend, Ind.,
Raleigh Pearigen and Raymond
Pearigen, both of Union City; four
daughters, Mrs. E. L. Cook of Fulton, Mrs. Burl Holder of Union
City, Mrs. W. R. Lawrence of
Dyersburg and Mrs. Ed Randolph
of South Bend, Ind.; one brother.
Roy Pearigen of Nashville, and six
grandchildren.

Let us take inspiration from the enduring faith of our forefathers. In the modern
world, we, too, need faith to sustain us through trouble and tribulation. And we, too, can
find in faith a force for good, a source of strength, an ever-present comfort. Look to
faith...and put your faith to work. Your local churches invite you to worship with
them, every Sunday.

This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.

Robert Bransford
Robert A. "Bob" Bransford, of
Union City, died Tuesday morning,
April 16, in the Obion County General Hospital. He was taken to the
hospital Monday night, following a
stroke at his home, in Union City.
Funeral services will be held in
White-Ranson Funeral Home in
Union City at two o'clock this
(Thursday )afternoon, with Dr. C.
D. Goodwin, pastor of the Union
City First Methodist Church, and
Rev. J. David Kidwell, pastor of
the Union City First Christian
Church, officiating. Burial will be
in Eastview Cemetery.
Mr. Bransford, 59, was born in
Union City, the son of Mrs. Otella
Forrester Bransford, now of Paducah and the late Ben C. Bransford. He attended school in Union
City, the University of Tennessee
in Martin, Asbury College in Wilmore, Ky., and Lambuth College in
Jackson, Tenn. He was a member
of the First Methodist Church, and
was employed as a clerk by the
Illinois Central Railroad in Fulton.
Surviving are his mother; his
wife, Mrs. Jessie Lou Fagan Bransford; one son, Navy IA. Robert A.
"Alex" Bransford, stationed in
Brunswick, Ga.; three sisters,
Miss Annie Lee Bransford and
Mrs. Frances Throgmorton, both of
Paducah, and Miss Sarah Bransford of Altadena, Calif.

Mrs. Sam Batts, of Route 1,
Dukedom, died in Hillview Hospital
on Saturday, April 13, following a
long Illness,
Funeral services were held Monday, April 15, in Jackson Funeral
Home chapel with Rev. Russell
Rogers officiating. Burial was in
Pleasant View Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Batts, 50, was born in Sturgis, Kentucky.
Surviving are her husband; one
son, Charles Edward Batts of
Crete, Ill.; one daughter, Mrs. J.
C. Roberts of Orrville, Ohio; her
mother, Mrs. Albert Dailey of
Sturgis, Ky.; two brothers, Charles
Dailey of Crete, Ill., and Sterling
Dailey of Sturgis; four sisters,
Mrs. Melton Dean of Sturgis, Mrs
Sue Bethel of Paducah, Mrs. kr. ,
thony Davis of St. Anne, Mich.
and Mrs. Gladys Condor of 1111131
inond, Ind.
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HOSPITAL NEV.'S

—

The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
April 24:
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Paul Barber, Mrs. Ernest Phillips, Tom Wade, Hendon Wright,
Mrs. Dorothy WoIle, Mrs. Tom
Bradley, Fulton; Robert Polk. Mrs.
Estelle Ramsey, Mrs. Adelle
Rhodes, South Fulton; Cecil Wilkins, Route 1, Fulton; Mrs. Frances
Pearce, Wingo; J. D. Bennett,
Water Valley; Almus Williams,
Dukedom; Gerald Binford, Crutchfield; James Brasure, Mrs. Kenneth Hastings, Route 3, Martin.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Mary Williams, Mrs. Flo
Cheniae, Mrs. Lucille Fields, N. G.
Grissom, Mrs.
Cooke, Henry
Beulah Neely, J. 0. Lewis, Charles
L. Noles, Buford Sisson, Curtis
Wilson, Fulton; Mrs. Annie Stinnett, Harold Watson, Jay Faulkner,
Mrs. John Farabough, Mrs. Nelda
Matheny, Mrs. Monette Pittman,
Miss Doris Shore, J. D. Faulkner,
South Fulton; Mrs. Sandra Isbell,
Route 2, Fulton; Mrs. Helen Lace.
well, Mrs. Lola Thorpe, Patty McAlister, Route 3, Fulton; Mrs. Maud
Joyner, Route 4, Fulton; Mrs.
Ruby Phillips, Route 5, Fulton;
Edgar Cashon, Route 1, Dukedom;
Mrs. Attie Herring, Route 2, Dukelom; Mrs. Attie Roberts, Leonard
Wilson, Water
Valley; Mack
Brown, Mrs. Harry Hancock, Route
1, Water Valley; E. C. Collier,

.1.'
r 1.1," Estt. AGEW. HONORED — Tommy Sneerer:
(V•i•cl f
elht), local Prudential agent at • meeting in Mayfield
honoring him and the staff of which be is a member. He finished
No. 16 among all Prudential agents in the United States and Cana 1112, stef ranked No. 1 among over 3,300 other staffs.
pe•,
Pictured from left to right — Jim Elliott. Murray-Paris; Solon
Bucy, Murray, Jean Fuqua, Mayfield, Gerald Hendley, Mayfield
(No. 19 in Company), Bill Paschall, staff manager; A. H. Williams,
Manager, Paducah District; Tommy Sceerce, Fulton (No. 16),
Fr_nrc der. y, Director of Agencies, Jacksonville, Fla., and Gerald
Tay or, Hi:krtan.

Gina Hicks, Wingo; Mrs. Lottie
• PILOT OAK
Koonce, Route 1, wingo; Mrs.
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor
Gr..ce Inman, Route 3, Clinton;
Mrs. Daphne Mathis, Martin; Mrs.
Iza Allen, Route 3, Martin; Luther
We have had a lot of rain lately
Morrison, Columbus.
and we are hoping for some sunshine this week.
Mrs. Ramp Williams and Mrs.
Edna Waggoner were guests of
Mrs. Ira Raines Tuesday afternoon. Also, Mrs. Onie Lowry and
Mrs. Lexie Fioyd were visitors of
Mrs. Raines last week.
Mrs. Pearl Cain and Mrs. Suthard visited Mrs. Edith Yates one
afternoon recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Lowry were
Wednesday afternoon guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Burnal Lowry.
Mrs. Ira Raines spent part of
last week wit' er sister, Mrs. G:lliam, and her '; usband, of Dukedom.
Mrs. Otis LeLorhu, of Route 2,
Dukedom. and her daughter, Mrs.
Hobert Floyd and Scotty, of Chicago, visited Mr. and Mrs. Vodie
Floyd Tuesday night for a while.
Our symoathy goes out to Mrs.
A. A. McGuire, of Dukedom, who
lost her brother, Arthur Frezzell,
of Route 2, Farmington, last week.
He passed away in the Mayfield
from Kentucky
Hospital, after a long illness. Fun8 YEARS
eral was held in Byrn Funeral
HEAVEN HILL "made from a
OLD
chapel in Mayfield, with Bro.
time•honored formula since
90 PROOF
Harry
Yates officiating and burial
1788," is truly an ALL-AMERI(GREEN
was in Chanel Hill Cemetery.
LABEL)
CAN BOURBON. Due tO UnparalMr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry had
leled uniformity, Gentle taste,
supper with his parents, Mr. and
smooth flavor, distinctive aroma,
Mrs. B. H. Lowry, Thursday night,
Kentucky craftsmanship, fine
celebrating Mr. Lowry's birthday.
quality and moderate price, we
Mrs. Lexie Floyd, Mrs. Nora Lesay:
Cornu and Mildred Floyd and
$1,000,000 CANT BUY A
Scotty visited in Mayfield Thursday
BETTER ROME Of BOURBON
afternoon, guests of Mrs. Helen
Floyd.
()Heaven Hill
Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Moody, 'if
Dodge City, Kansas, are visiting
,„,.unti",;Inc.1 1
his brother and wife, Mr. and Mrs.
Revel Moody, near Water Valley.
1.
Mrs. Joyce Scott and daughters,
Renee, Rhonda and Robin, of
Lone Oak, were Thursday guests
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MR. C. N. BEE SAYS—

HOUSING DISCUSSION
A meeting will be held at Fulton
Holiday Inn at 6 30 p. m. Thursday, April 25th to discuss houses
and apartments to assist those
coming to Fulton who will work for
the new tire company at Union
City.
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MONEY ISN'T EVERYTHING - but it
surely helps the morale to thumb thru
your bank deposit book and see those
growing savings - money for emergencies
- for retirement,for vacation trips. Money in the bank helps to keep the chin high
and eyes twinkling.

Relax. Spend ten minutes with
Ten High. Sip it slow and easy.
Discover 86 proof straight Bourbon
whiskey all over again. Hiram
Walker style. At a welcome price!

Hiram
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Cou-ty
cf ths Teen Club. He has been a
4-H member six years and has
completed a total of 18 projects.
Ralph is active in church and other
community activities. H. placed
fifth in state-wide competition in
the eutomativei projects.

UTM Faculty Music
Concert Is Monday

A stand-up crowd of supporters vigorous and dynamic candidate,
of Paul J. Durbin for Congress at- and urged supporters for Paul J.
tended a rally Sunday night at Durbin who will "give a voice for
Kentucky Dam Village Inn.
Western Kentucky." A number of
The meeting was highlighted by those commented on the fact that
reports from the county leaders Durbin's election would not only inwho expressed enthusiasm for the sure a voice for Western Kentucky
but also provide, for the first time,
a member of Congress personally
KENTUCKY WINDAGE— familiar
with and oriented to the
problems of American involvement
(Continued from page One)
in Vietnam.
'ationshlp where both segments of
The meeting closed with a brief
the railroad team assumed equal talk from the candidate who reresponsibility for many problems ported on his recent travels
and together sought some solutions throughout the District. He stated
. . Passenger Traffic Manager R. that as a result of the conferences
P. Ethridge cited three reasons for with First District School leaders,
discontinuance of the Humming "I am of the opinion that Federal
Bird with its 922-mile daily runs be- Aid to Education Funds should be
tween Cincinnati (via Louisville) reelased to the school district with
and New Orleans: loss of approxi- less restrictions on their utilization
mately $675,000 annual mail-haul- consistent with basic accounting
ng revenue, loss of the gateway to principles."
the midwest when the C&EI discontinued the Georgian between
Evansville and Chicago, and the
WE RENT - fact that automobiles haul 89 per
cent of all inter-city passenger
traffic addle railroads get only 1.7
Hospital beds
per cent . . .
Baby beds
Most participants in the meeting
Vacuum clecuicrb
agreed that immediate future of
passenger service nationally probpolishers
Floor
ably lies in 50 to 200-mile service
based upon speed, convenience,
connections, courtesy and price.
WADE
U. S. Debt On February 21
$352,546,363,116.57

MEN. CO.
Phone 472-1501 Fulton,Ky.
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Distilled higher fo mello
Dee char-barre for smoothness.
The only "Mellow M 6"Bourbon.
It's Bourbon Country's top seller.

The anatomy of
Kentuc s $4„-115,
No.lBo on.
'AV

Kentucky Straight Bourbon, 90 Proof & 100 Proof Bottled-In-Bond.
Yellowstone Distillery Co., Louisville. Kentucky.

How clean is electric cooking?

waligh

• • •

Here's a shining example!
You eliminate soot, smoke and dirt with a clean.
cooking electric range.
Want proof? Well, hold a match or cigarette lighter
under a clean pot or pan for a few seconds. See that
soot deposit? Soot and smoke mean more work for you
...scouring pots and washing soiled walls.
Buy a flameless electric range. Help stamp out pot I
pollution!
11111•11lataismesswansaranasestinannuantimsomnisanniainumiaansuuseinannsiaimmi

Your best bourbon buy
$2.50 Pt. $400'5 Qt.

Full Quart $5.00
•

UM

•

and enjoy a true
bourbon of
Hiram Walker
quality.
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Durbin Supporters Attend Rally
Sunday Night At Kentucky Lake

A Faculty Chamber Music Concert will be presented Monday evening, April 29, at 8 p. in., by the
Music Department of The University of Tennessee at Martin, according to Miss Harriet Fulton,
of her mother, Mrs. Taylor.
chairman.
The concert is open to the public
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Gossum and
son, of Sedalia, were Friday night and no admission will be charged.
supper guests of his grandparents,
WHEN FUNDS ARRIVE
Mr. and Mrs. Burnet Lowry of
Pilot Oak.
The Mississippi River Area DeMrs. Hattie Puckett has sold her velopment
Council has announced
farm in this vicinity to Mr. Stone that it has received
a promise of
and will be moving to Lone Oak
a Head Start Program for Ballard,
soon. We are sorry to lose Mrs. Carlisle, Hickman
and Fulton
Puckett from our midst, but wish Counties. However,
no morey has
her well in her new location.
been reecived. Until the money is
Mrs. Samanthie Collins, of Ful- in hand, no personnel will be hired.
ton, visited her daughter, Mrs.
Vodie Floyd, and husband SaturDAYLIGHT TIME SUNDAY
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Arnett and
Set your timepiece forward one
Mrs. Amp-ale Seay, of near Water hour next Saturday night when you
Valley and Mrs. Maggie Pankey, turn in. Nation-wide daylight time
of Pilot Oak, visited near Nashville will go into effect at 2: a. in. SunSunday, as guests of Mrs. Seay's day morning.
and Mrs. Pankey's sister, Mrs.
Lena Usrey, and husband.
U. S. Debt On February 21
Mrs. Hattie Puckett had as Sun8352,546,363,116.57
day afternoon guests her sister,
Mrs. Horton, and daughter of Folsomdale.
We were sorry to hear of the
illness of Mrs. Rose Brann, who
entered the Fuller-Morgan Hospital
in Mayfield Saturday night. Hope
she soon gets better.
Mrs. Cassie Taylor had Sunday
dinner with her nephew and wife,
Mr. and Mrs. Tremon Rickman, of
Dukedom, Route 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Hicks observed their Golden Wedding anniversary Sunday with open house from
2 'til 5 p. m. in the home of their
daughter, Mrs. Glen French, and
husband.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House visited
their daughter, Mrs. Roscoe Williarns, and Mr. Williams Sunday.
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Two "days" in one—that's what
Murray State University Ls plan
fling for April 26.
This is the date of MS1J's annual High School Senior Day. It is
also the date of the annual Future
Farmers of America Field Day, always held on the University Farm
Students from 115 high school'
in four states have been invited to
visit Murray State on Senior Day
They will have a chance to meet
student leaders and faculty members, tour the campus, and learn
about the university's academic op.
PortUnities and social life.
The program will begin with
registration in the university auditorium and tours of the campus
from 9 to 9:45 a. m. A general assembly in the auditorium will follow at 10.
From 11:30 a. in. to 12:15 p. m.
students will be free to visit academic departments in which they
are especially interested. The day's
activiteis will be topped off with
a box lunch and live entertainment
in the fieldhouse from 12:30 to 1:30
p. m.
About 700 students from 41 West
Kentucky high schools will participate in the FFA Field Day.
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SOMETMES TI-IE BEST THINGTo GET OFF \IOW
CHEST IS YOUR
CHIN

I I

Senior Day, FFA
Day Planned At
Murray April 26

(Tax Included)
88 PROOF • 100 PROOF, BOTTLED IN BOND
HIRAM WALKER & SONS INC. PEORIA, ILL
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FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM
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